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"UFOs are the Fifth Horseman of the Apocalypse."

--- Dr. Lincoln La paz

"Supplemental Notes" consist of material under
consideration for any revision of the original
UFO history volume covering this time period.

Most of the information that make this supplement possible came from Robert Gribble,
Murray Bott, George Fawcett, Les Treece-Sinclair, Barry Greenwood, Jan Aldrich, the

CUFOS archives and the private papers of the late Dr. James McDonald. By sharing, all of
UFOlogy benefits. There are going to be errors in this supplement, and others that follow, but
there is much to cover and I am moving, as the Navy says, at "flank speed."

-Loren

E. Gross

Summer 1953. Brookville, Pennsylvania.

(2:00 a.m.)

Object circles a utility pole.
(Note: Since this case mentions the sighting of a low, slow, small body, I was hesitant to use it.
There are not many stories that claim such characteristics, however the Jimmie Milligan, October
25, 1953 incident at Santa Fe, New Mexico, mentions a gray-colored body 10 feet x 3 feet x 5
feet in size. Moreover, the object in question was very low, in fact it was lurking in some
shrubbery when first spotted.)
According a David G. Leach of Brookville, Pennsylvania, sometime in the summer of 1953 he
and his wife witnessed the passage of a strange aerial body. It was a clear night. Visibility was
excellent and there was barely any wind. Mr. Leach and Mrs. Leach had retired late (2:00 a.m.)
but had not yet gone to sleep. Since it was a warm night, a side door of their home was left open
to provide some cross-ventilation. The open door allowed a view of Caldwell Street next to their
house and a utility pole topped with a streetlight some 40 feet away.
Unable to doze off, Mr. and Mrs. Leach were talking when all of a sudden Mrs. Leach noticed
something strange outside. Slowly moving west up Caldwell Street was a "dirigible-shaped"
body, gray in color, and about eight feet in length. The "thing" was only about ten feet in the air
and was travelling an estimated speed of six to eight miles per hour. As the couple watched, the
"thing" approached the utility pole, circled it three times (The object could be seen clearly outlined by the illumination provided by the streetlight), and then continued on its westward
journey. In Mr. Leach's opinion the object was not drifting aimlessly. (xx.)
(xx.)

NICAP UFO Report Form. David G. Leach, 15 Caldwell Street, Brookville,
Pennsylvania. Date of report: 10 August 65. NICAP files. CUFOS archives.

1 August. Sequoia-Kings National Park, California. (night)
Jets hunt discs?
There is no documentation available (at least in this writer's files) to confirm the details quoted
below, so for what its worth here is what Donald Keyhoe wrote:
"On the night of August 1, 1953, a squadron of AF fighters circled above
Sequoia-Kings National Park in California. For three nights, a large disc-shaped
UFO had decended over the park, seen once at close range by Park Superintendent
B.T. Scoyen and some of his staff. The aliens' interest in the park puzzled the AF
but it ordered the special mission in case the UFO returned.
"Just before midnight, the pilots saw the disc slanting down at reduced speed .
. When it was well below them they started down, matching the UFO's speed as
they leveled out above it. To the pilots, it seemed impossible for the spacecraft to
climb without hitting one or two jets and seriously damaging the ship. Rather then
take this risk, it appeared likely that the aliens would give in and land at the first
safe spot.
"But suddenly, without even slowing down, the
stopped in midair. The
jets instantly overshot. Before the pilots could even begin to turn back the disc soared
steeply above them and was gone.
"News reports said witnesses had seen jets diving toward a UFO, but there was
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no documented proof, as in the later Redmond case, and the public soon forgot the
story." (xx.)
(xx.)

Keyhoe, Donald. Aliens From Space. Doubleday & Company, Inc.: Garden
City, N.Y., 1973. p.49.

BLUE BOOK HENRY
The appointment of Jennie Gluck as Dr. 1. Allen Hynek's assistant made possible an
aggressive attempt (BLUE BOOK HENRY) to gather more UFO information. (See pages
3-6)
(xx.)
(xx.) Document received from Jan Aldrich.
3 August. Ellsworth-Bismarck case.
Very conflicting stories.
Although this incident is listed as '"unidentified," there is enough ambiguity to allow any
number of "Menzel" or "Klass" type solutions. This is the kind of "unsolved" case that the Air
Force didn't mind dealing with. Dr. Hynek explains the problems. (See pages 7-9) (xx.)
(xx.)

(?) CUFOS archjves.

6 August. Edgartown, Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts.

(3:00 a.m.)

"Searchlights shone in the yard outside."
According to the local newspaper:
"The most sensational report so far, as to flying saucers or some similarly
mysterious phenomenon of the air, comes to the Gazette this week.
"Mrs. Harold B. Kinnecom of Daggett avenue, Vineyard Haven, reported seeing the saucers, or whatever they may have been, at 3 o'clock yesterday morning.
Her description of the phenomenon, corroborated in every detail by her 12-year-old
son Everett, is as follows:
" 'I can't sleep well in the early morning and I had got up and was sitting by the
window. Suddenly light beams like searchlights shone in the yard outside. I looked
up and there floating in the sky at about the height that planes fly over the village,
were three shapes like moons. Two were lower than the third one, which was quite a
distance from the others.
" 'I called my boy to come and see them, and it almost seemed as if the things
noticed that I moved because the searchlight was turned off and the shapes altered
their positions until they no longer showed a circular outline, but a shape like a
half moons [a disk tilted?]. And then they; moved away very slowly.'
(Edgartown report continued on page 10 ofthis supplement)
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Submitted by Jennie Gluck
PURPOSE
OFHENRY,
I

II

III

To examine FLYOBRPrS
submitted by ATICin an attempt at
evaJ.uation from the pureJ.y scientific
standpoint; especially
'VIi th respect to an:ypossible interpretation
in terms of
astronomical phenomena.
The follow-up of specific

cases'

a)

Imnediate follow-up that may be indicated, such as
telephone calls, direct interrogation of observers,
etc. (E.g., the Monroe-Darlington case.)

b)

Follon-up as indicated from TNX IS. ,
The request, from ATICor directly from the observers,
of additional data having direct bearing on solution
of the case.

c)

I P1nchbottle I cases:
The long-range follow-up of cases of exceptional interest,
with attempt at complete reconstruction of the "scene of
the crime."

Contact 'VIi th amateur astronomers, Filter Centers, and Cll
Control ToYrers,'acquainting them ldth our general program,
and requesting their cooperation in reporting to McMillin
Observatory any exceptionally bright meteors Been in their
area. The ultimate purpose of these observer-:onta.cts is
the establishment of reliable
stand-by e ourcee ..momay be
called upon for verification
of a specific sighting, or to
supply additional data, either through personal observation
or by second-hand report.
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35 amateur astronomical societies have.been approached
individually, with response indicating a general lack
of interest and/or disorganization of their group.

19 GCCFilter Centers have been contacted •. Results tlrus
far indicate a ride range in willingness to cooperate:
'\'lhi ta Plains, New York, haa cont.ribut.ed 12 reports (even
though 6 were without question of Venus). The majority
of Filter Centers, while stating a lI'ill1ngness to cooperate, have sent in no reports whatsoever.

During July, 48 CAAControl Towerswere contacted, ini'ormed
of the project and requested to coopera te. To date (31 July)
25 have replied, 'IIith 23 stating willingness to cooperate, 2
refusing on grounds that their reports are 'classified.'

In order to facilitate
transmission of the reports, this office
has adopted a plan of providing all amateur groups, Filter Centers, am Control Towerswith postal card forms. In this manner
we can receive reports on the unclassi1'1ed foms 'llith a ra:Ul:1.mum
at: postage e:lq)enseand time and effort on the part of both this
office and the observer making the report.
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October 19, 1965
Mr. Zan Overall
12114 M:o.xwelltonRoad
Studio City, California
Dear Mr. Overilll:

At long la~t I am back in rey office and will try to answer your let~er
of July 3. The r.~lsw0rth-Bismarck UFO case of August 1953 is carried
of!ici~lly by the Air Force as '~dentified".
If you have read th~t the
Air Force has avalu~ted ~~i3 &3 "star or stars", then I am not responsible
tor that evaluation.
I investigated

this C9se personally,

spending some three days on

it. There is a great deal of confu5ion a~u~ tho ca~o ari~ing mainly
from the tact that the incident started at Black
the Ellsworth AFB territory, but then transferred
Dakota, 'where the most puzzling of the sighting.
sightin£ is rarely carried in the books, and yet
cut thL~ the Ellsworth AFB portion of it.
\

Hawk, South Dakota in
to Bismarck, North
occurred. This latter
it was much more clear-

My~notes on the case fill quite a thick notebook, and to try to
review all the subtle points of the case in a letter is out of the question.
Let me say mainly that in the Ellsworth region, there were quite a tew
obse~ers but with very conflicting stories. It has never been established,
however, for instance, that the Ellsworth radar locked onto a visual
object. I talked to both jet pilots who indicated that they were tracking
some unknown object, and they indicated after my interview that they might
have been confused by stars. This does not prove that they were, of course,
'and that further adds to the confusion. If, however, the reports underl~~ng
the repOrt are to be taken at even half face value, I would find it hard
to beLi.cve that stars alone caus ed the report.
However, t.h» "'ll:;wnrth~yrl r<'!port.ed
to the filte!" ,:~nter ;;.tBi.emar-ck
~:.at 0. UFO Wi'.:; on .i t.sway th~!'~'and wOllld appear- frern the aout hwe at-•
.3everal stations between .".J..lsworth
and Bismuck reported a UFO, but
these reports were never sufficiently followed up. The situation in
Billllarckwas quite another story. You may remeJllberthat t!1ere were
~tlter center~ where civilian air spotters were out night after night
patrolling the skies. The Bismarcl< group was apparently a very active
and able group, and when the;, received the report, tr.ey went out on.~he
roof to look. You might say that this was a fine setup for sup;,~est6bilitJ',but as it happened, one of the ladies of the filter center had Bone down
the street t9 get 3ame ice cream and spotted an unidentified flying object
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he r w;:.y cack , r.ot k(;o~ri.r,,:;
of the phone call, or at Lea st ,;:);;;,e 3;;';'5.
Then enaued :)'1vp.ral
hours of some hip;h excitement at the tilte;:-cer.t.e
r
after that. The serGe~t in charge wa~ fairly cool-headed ~.dtook fixes
on the first object and then on several others that showed up. There
were some power lines and telephone lines caning into the center and he
used these a6 a grid to plot the course of the object. He further had
the presence of r..,iT,d to outline his at.ance on the tarred rooftop by
outlinin~ the position of his shoes on the r09f with a knife. He also
marked angles or. tr.edoor beam and quite some time later showed me the
pencil marks he nad made while sighting the object.

Ir. the Bf smar-ck area, I'/E: have the situation where, if the report is
to be believed, m~re than a halt a dozen lights cavorted around the sky
for same four hours, covering considerable arcs on the sky. By the
wildest stretch of the imagi~tion~ I could not imagine that these could
have been stars. All of this, of course, providing that we can believe
the reports, There were some dozen obsepvers involved in the Bismarck
sightinR, and I interviewed most of them individually. They were quite
frightened that evening, and one of them told me that they had the
unca.:1r.y
feeling of being watched.

O~e of these days, I should like to write up my notes ~s a full
report on ~he ~llsworth-Bismarck case since I have far more co~plete notes
01-, tr;e case than t:-,a
Air Force at present has. I do not knov W!lY the
Air Force does no t "ave copt es of these, since I am aL'Ilostcertain that
~fter I completed my investigation I sent them copies. ~owever, it may
be that they were inadvertently removed from the files during one of the
many physical moves that Project Blue Book has made.
The entire Ellsworth-Bismarck case rests on I«hat credence can be
placed in the reports, This would take a psybhologist to evaluate, and
not o.n ~stronamer. Is it possible that excited people c~n look at the
stal"S and think that they move a quarter way across the zey? 1 personally
do not think so, but then I am told by psychologists that the vag~riez
"f the r.uman mL,ct arc leelo~.
There was no radar' in the Bismarck area, and as far as the radar in
the Ellsworth area illconcerned, I would tend to discount both the ground
radar and the airborn radar. Radars do misbehave and pick up ground
targets, and it is almost virtually impossible to prove the cause of an
unknown'blip on the radar. I tend to weigh the visual sightings and the
huma.n at.or-ytold by sincere individuals much more than I do a.radar r-et.ur-r
.•
This may seem unscientific, but since radars do misbehave, it is difficult
to kr.ow how much weight to assign to them when a controversial UFO case
c ome s up.
The next t i.me I wri to you, I will look to see what t.heAi.r Force
:'o:'cords
are at pr-eaent,and wh..t final evaluation they put on tbe case.
:i: !T..i,.:.ht
be able to agree with "stars" and "radar ground targets" for
the ~llsworth portion of the case, but I could not go along with that for
the Bismarck, North Dakota phase of the sighting. I could not. 50 along
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You!' sUgGestion that, tr.<:! case be reopened has some mer i t , but lately,
however, tr:e Air For-ce has had its hands full with many reports,
some of .,ni.ci:
i1.r(' rather
puzzli rr., and 1 don't know whether they would I"lPolcOlTo,e
this SUf;',.~;:;t:,on tc reaper. t:~~case after
so many years have passed.
I re a Ll.y
: ....
j.:;;: i'. would 'c(~ u.ipr-odue
t.Lve t o t:,,:· to que s t i.on th~ \-I~t.r~~:)st=!s :-tfter
t.r~:.J }.e:!~th ::>1'tit.!.', i:' ~r!deed they could be located.
A doz en ~.·e,J.r5 i s
:, pro t t:: lOll;~ t:L7,e, ~ut I do believe
tole ca s e shoul,c be c aru-i ed on the
r,~,c"rd ~3 ".mi.de"t;.::!.ed"
ru tr.e r ",r.an ":;~ar and r-adar- reflection".
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"The boy, having come to the window at his mother's call, did not arrive in time
to see the searchlight, nor did he see the shapes as they presented a circular form.
" 'They were just like half moons,'. he said, 'when I saw them, but I did see them
when they moved off, very slowly. It seemed as if they would never fade out.'
"Mrs. Kinnecom revealed no signs of fright nor did she express any feeling save
that of astonishment and curiosity, except that, as she said, 'I hesitate to speak of it because it is so strange and perhaps people will think that I have hallucinations. '
"But two persons are not likely to have the same hallucinations at the same time
and place, as the boy sagely observed.
"Questioned as to how large the shapes appeared, both mother and son said unhesitatingly that as they hung in the sky they appeared to be as large as the moon usually appears, and luminous in about the same degree.
"The Gay Head Coast Guard patrol saw nothing unusual in the sky, which report,
coupled with the mention of the size of the shapes, suggests that they were lower than
than was believed and thus the view from a distance was obscured.
"The Peaked Hill radar station reported that nothing had been seen from there nor
had any report come in from other places. Although intensely interested in the phenomenon, the station did not consider it strange that no report had been made, for the

reason that people the nation over have been subjected to so much ridicule for report-

in~ similar things.
"Otis Field, contacted by the Gazette, expressed vital interest through the commanding officer and at once began a radar and flying check to see whether or not any
aircraft might had been seen or whether any aircraft might have been accountable for
the appearance of the diScs.
"A phone call to the Gazette from the field yesterday afternoon indicated the inquiry was still on and an officer might be sent here to follow it up." (xx.)
(xx.)

Edgartown, Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts.

Vineyard Gazette. 7 August 53.

7 August. Near Brownwood, Texas. (3:00 a.m.)
Three orange things.
A Mrs. Guy McMurry reported:
"August 7, 1953, we were living on our farm 20 miles southwest of Brownwood,
Texas. I had slept very little that night as it was the first anniversary of the death of
our little six-year-old daughter.
"My restlessness was. disturbing my husband's rest so I moved to the foot of the
bed and lay looking out the window, at first in a westerly direction.
"The '50s were also very drouthy [sic] and we farmers were forever searching the
sky for rain clouds.
"My eyes wandered from the west toward the north, northeast; and that is when I
was surprised and awed by 3 very large orange 'fuzzy' lights in the sky. They were
about 100 times as large as the largest star-and, of course, bore no resemblance to a
star.
"I wondered what they might be but I did not even think that they might be any-

11
thing other than perhaps some heavenly 'feature' that I had never witness before, as
I usually am asleep at that hour.
"They were lined up in; what appeared to be, a staggered formation. I watched
them, fascinated by their size for at least 15 minutes and they were absolutely stationary.
"Suddenly just like a bullet the top one (or left one) 'took off' at a tremendous
speed in an easterly direction. I was certainly unprepared for it but I 'flew' out of bed
and to the window.
"As the 'orange fuzzy light' sailed over Brownwood; the lights of the town reflected on an object [emphasis in the original]. It was no longer just an orange light
but a gold-colored object that looked like this:
The 'top' was not visible so I

0

do not know how the entire object appeared. But, I could clearly see the bottom and
what appeared to be a wide ridge around the middle [Saturn-shaped object?]. It disappeared into the eastern horizon.
"Seconds later the No.2 (or middle light) sped off in the same direction, and even
faster, ifpossible! I did not watch it as it went over the lights of Brownwood as I was
trying to rouse my husband (with no success). No.3 remained stationary as long as I

could stay awake. But being so completely exhausted I couldn't stay awake in spite of

the excitement.
, "There was no noise that I could hear; there was no 'fire' from the rear of the
'lights'-and
no 'blinking' lights--except for the moment it sailed over the Brownwood
lights; 'it' just appeared ~tobe a fuzzy orange large light, (or 3 lights I should say)." (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Major Donald Keyhoe. NICAP. 1536 Connecticut Avenue. Washington
D.C. 20036. From: Mrs. Guy Mc Murry, 616 S.E 20th St., Mineral Wells, Texas.
76067. Date ofletter: 13 November 67. NICAP files. CUFOS archives.

9 August. In a valley about 20 miles from Medford, Oregon. (11 :00 a.m.)
A sphere with "windows?"
A Mr. Dale Smith was on vacation with his family. At 11:00 a.m. August 9th he was driving
on a highway in southern Oregon en route to the city of Bend. It was a beautiful morning with
no wind and no clouds.
As he drove along, Mr. Smith noticed a strange object in the sky about a Y2mile away and at an
estimated height of 500 feet. The thing was a bright luminous silver sphere hovering in the air.
The edges of the object were sharply outlined, as far as he could tell, since there was some glare
reflecting off its surface. Across the middle of the ball-like body there appeared to be a dividing
line Of weld, and just above that, some "square areas" that might have been "windows." (See the
drawing of object by the witness) The sight was so astonishing Mr. Smith slowed to stop in the
middle of the highway to stare. The size
.
./
of the sphere, he estimated, was such that
ko/Y/t'd#l7!d d/lr'
it could have contained a 14 foot by 14
. / _.1 r:
}1// IVett "":
.
foot room.
vr) jll/' ./-1 /( ~ J/!
After a quick look, Mr. Smith thought it
ctni7 4..if
~ ,I
best if he pulled off the road and on the
~.~4J,!I1i.
j_ul':
¢II
~.1 /./d a .JtI1.i!~
~ .
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shoulder. Having done that, Mr. Smith glanced back at the object but by then the thing was
gone. Total time the object was under observation was three minutes. (xx.)
(xx.)

NICAP UFO Report Form. Dale S. Smith, 1501 S.W. "K" St. (he put down his
telephone number but forgot to mention his city of residence). Date of report:
9 January 65.

II August. The military checks into the August 6th Kinnecom report. (See clipping)
12 August. ? South Dakota

(night)

Pilot frightened?
Donald Keyhoe had good sources of information although the way
he wrote played up the "alien angle." What people thought or how
they felt was subject to a liberal interpretation. Here is Keyhoe' s
account ofajet chase over South Dakota (for which I have no documentation -L.B. Gross):
"During a chase over South Dakota ... an F-84 pilot was
so 'frightened that he radioed his base and asked to break off
pursuit. Similar incidents added to the tension; some pilots
believed these actions were warnings, that the aliens might
retaliate for the capture ~ttempt at the [Sequoia-Kings National] park." (xx.)
(xx.)

Keyhoe, Donald. Aliens From Space. Doubleday &
Company, Inc.: Garden City, N.Y., 1973. p.49.

12 August. Twin Falls, Idaho. (10:28 p.m., 10:34 p.m., 10:53 p.m.)
"Lubbock Lights" phenomenon.
High School senior David Proctor was outside the evening of August 12th. He had brought along binoculars to count meteors during
the periodic shower originating in the constellation Perseus.
At 10:28 p.m. David saw the first of three clusters of star-like
lights sweep across the heavens. The lights were a pure white or
white with a hint of yellow .. There wasn't much time apparently to
tell. The lack of time would also explain David's failure to get an
exact count of lights in the clusters.
David didn't think the objects could be meteors because they had
no tails. It was his impression that: "They must have been some
kind of guided missile of some country. The lights from the objects
must have been made by the friction of air against it causing it to
glow hot." (xx.)

ARMY LOOKS 'INTO
SAUCER REPORT

Seluh Detail to Inve,tigate
Sky

Miuile .

The almost continuous
nine-year
ve.u,ation
of fly In, saucer reporta
the War Department spread to the
~ neyard laat weekend when a -de·
tail from the Defence, Unit at OU.
Field 'came to the Island for the pur-

pose of interviewing

Mn. Harold E.

!<innecom of Vineyard
Haven and
her son, Everett, both of whom reported the phenomenon,
and J. C.
Allen
of
the
Vineyard
Gazette
through whom the unit was contacted in an effort to track down any
possible explanatlon.
It was also the purpose of the detail of technicians
and experts
to
discover, if possible, any others who
may have observed any strange sieht
III UUt sky. or who mlghl 'UPIIly lillY
clue polntlna
to natural causes lor
the spectacle observed.
That the investigating
group. was
thoroughly satisfied as 1.0 the veracity

or their Infwmunla,

Will II111Heci,

the

only qucsuon IJcinil whut it WWl thut
they law. Sgt. John DeBruyn, cornmentlng
upon tI~e occurrence,
said:
"There Is no question but what those
people saw something,
of this I am
.·ulI\lIIII·I'().

III IIIIIIIY ('UMI1M,
run"dlulIM,

and other natural causes have been
detected,
faulty eyesight, and even
hallucinations
have
accounted
for
some others, but In thlll case there
was something
In the sky, exacUy
what, Is another matter."
Should any explanation
be forth·
coming the details will be supplied
to the Gazette for publication providing such divutgence does not con6ict
with national security regulations:

VINe.yexd
/~

~t

/) 11S..3

I
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(xx.)

us. Air Force Information Sheet. David E. Protor, 22 Washington Court,
Twin Falls, Idaho. Date of report: 28 August 53. Photocopy in author's
files.

The first cluster was in a V-formation as it came out of the northeast and then quickly disappeared over the horizon to the west
A second cluster, this time in an in-line formation, came into view at 10:34 p.m. out of the
northeast and also zoomed out of sight over the western horizon.
At 10:53 p.m. a third cluster, also in an in-line formation, appeared and followed the path of
the fIrst two.
There was no sound during the appearance of the clusters. (See drawings by David below)
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Mid August. Derby, Vermont. (daytime)
Silver globes dart at plane.
Richard Clapper, his brother and his mother, were all fishing on Lake Salem in Derby, Vermont, when they observed three UFOs. It was a hot day without a cloud in the sky.
Richard wrote:
"We had been there for quite a while when we heard a large plane. We watched
the plane until it got almost directly over us. Suddenly, three, silver globe-shaped
things appeared fairly near the plane. They seemed to dart at the middle of the plane,
then they would swerve away from the plane. They continued this performance for
about two minutes, then suddenly all three of these globes seemed to fly in an upward
direction with great speed, and within a matter of seconds they had disappeared.
These globes were very maneuverable and they made turns at very sharp angles and
they were tremendously fast.
"All three of us that saw these globes had heard a lot of reports about such things
but we hadn't thought much of them. We have also heard that some people think that

seeing these is just a trick of the imagination but I don't think that all three of us would

imagine these things."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Letter: To: Civilian Saucer Investigation Committee (CSI Los Angeles), Box
1971, Main Post Office, Los Angeles, 53, California. From: Richard Clapper,
Derby, Vermont. Date of report: 26 January 54. CUFOS archives.

19 August. Strange explosion rips signboard in New Haven.

(See news clipping on page 15)

24? August. Islip Terrace, Long Island, New York. (9:45 p.rn.)
"Are you crazy, do you want to wake the kids?"
Here is part of a letter written to Donald Keyhoe about a UFO observation that lasted 5-7
minutes:
"There was no lights on my street. The stars were very dim that night and appeared to be high in the heavens. There was no moon that night.
"As I turned off the light in the garage and was pulling down the door, I saw
this 'object' about 100 feet away and about no more than 50 to 75 feet high over my
neighbor's house. It did not make a sound.
"I was at first scared, then I got a hold of myself, and started to study it, I started
to shout for my neighbor so he could see it. He did not come out, but my wife did,
and said to me, 'Are you crazy, do you want to wake the kids?' She asked me what
was the matter, and I pointed up at this 'object,' which was now across the street. We
watched it disappear into the north." (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Major Donald Keyhoe USMC (Ret.). From: Alfred Cappelli, 18 Karp
Drive, Islip Terrace, Long Island, New York. Date of report: 5 January 68. NICAP
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sightings at the time
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flow smoothly on Middletown Ave· lnue,
!
! Most of the neighbors looking to ,
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the' explosion and flash were still 'f
a mystery.
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(Note: In my monograph UFOs: A History 1953 August-December, page 11, I left out the word
"not" in discussing the New Haven, Connecticut, case. The sentence should read: "The incident
was not officially reported"-L. E. Gross)
27 August. Hialeah, Florida. (about 1:30 a.m.)
"Frightening, fantastic experience."
A Miami paper states:
"Reports of a 'frightening, fantastic experience' which befell her husband and
a friend as they drove along East Fourth Avenue, about 1:30 a.m., were related
Wednesday by a Hialeah housewife.
" 'A huge, round disc throwing out a weird green light and leaving a trail of
green in the sky, dropped down vertically toward them, swerved, curved sharply
and flashed back straight up before it disappeared,' Mrs. Syzanne Boyer, 562 Bast
12thStreet said.
" 'I have never seen two men more shaken or disturbed than my husband and
his friend, a Navy man here on leave, when they returned home,' Mrs. Boyer explained.
" 'They said both of them noticed the disc-like object at the same time as the
green light from it flooded the windshield. They had left home to drive down and
get a paper, and were 01} their way back when the disc came straight down at them.
" 'They said they couldn't tell how high above the earth it was, but that it appeared about the size of the sun as we see it normally, and it was traveling at tremendous speed.'
"Mrs. Boyer said the two men were so shocked by the experience they were
unable to sleep and remained up all night talking about it." (xx.)
(xx.)

Miami, Florida. Miami Herald. 27 August 53.

(On page 12-B of my monograph UFOs: A History 1953 August-December, there is an official
priority message about a UFO encounter. Included here is the follow up message. (See page 19)

? September. Savannah, Georgia.

(night?)

Revolved in a tight circle.
The witness was Chief Warrant Officer Williams C. Cumming of the ship the USCG Hamilton.
(See narrative report on page 20) (xx.)
(xx.)

Techinical Information Questionaire - UFO Sighting. Personal UFO report form of
George D. Fawcett, P.O. Box 298, Deland, Florida 32720.

Capt. Ruppelt and L' il Abner.
Reporter Peter Wyden ofthe St. Louis Post-Dispatch visited Ruppelt at Wright Field to do a
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Narrative Report:
The objects I obaez-ved were two green or bluish-green lights moving
ne.ar the horizon aLmos t due East .0 f my position on the Sou th bank 0 f
the Savannah Riv.e.r
..a.t,
Sayannah, O~prgia. .These lights. were similar
in appearance to the starboard! running. lights of two aircraft and did
not particularly arouse my interest'arid close attention until I saw
that they were drawing' very' close' tb'each' other: 'Just before it'
appeared that they.wou Ld,merge". they ..
began. to rotate, about each. other
"
..
in a tight c';Lrcle.'Upon appearing to complete six or
eight revolutions about a point midway between themselves,
one light'~~parted to ~he.South at a high rate of speed
and was al~ost immediately obscured from view behind

bulldtngs and trees.

nearby

11gh t moved

The' other

approximat~ly d~e West and passed almost directly overhead,
,
This latter light passed from ne~r the eastern horizon, overhead and
out of tight on the West~rn.borizon ~n,approximately three or four
seconds. No sound·was heard from ..
the objects, even during the overhead
passage of the Westbound light. No change in color was observed. No
significant change in brilliance was noticed except a fading of the
Westbound light as it passed from the zenith and disappeared near the
Western horizon.
'"

Without knowing the size or intensity of the lights, no accurate
estimate of range is possible and no valid estimate of speed can be
mad e ,. However, it··is,Lnter-es t Lng: :1;q ·,qonsider that, assuming an apparent
horizon at ten miles~ 11'ol"iziJh
to norH;oli'paSsage of the'Westbound light
in four seconds woula. req¥:i.~e~ v,y~~ci:tyof 300 miles per minute or
18,000 miles per hour.
.., , "';,.
.
.
have arrived at neither an,e~p~ination nor any firm conclusions
concerning the above observ~tion,~and I have made no other UFO observations
I do know that' night observe-tion o:f-"iriknown
light 'sources can be quite
deceiving, and·! do·not·belieye'that·a'single·sig~ting can be very
conclusive unles~ ~uFp.~~t~d.by .~~m~~~~~eo~s ",9bservations from one or
~ore additional posItions.
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story about project BLUE BOOK.

During the interview:

" ... Capt. Ruppelt absentmindedly reached into the center drawer of his desk and
pulled out a recent Sunday comic section with a L'il Abner strip devoted to the landing
of a flying saucer containing a swarm of extra-terrestrial passengers.
" 'People are always giving me stuff like this,' he said with a heavy sign. '" (xx.)
(xx.)

Wyden, Peter. "The Great Flying Saucer Invasion." Everybody's Digest.
September 1953. p.52. (Condensed from the St. Louis Post-Dispatch)

3 September. Edgartown, Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts.

(night)

Strange orange lights. "In a jerky fashion."
Almost a month after a UFO report was made at Edgartown, a second observation was made:
" ... Patricia Hoxie, 15-year-old granddaughter of Mrs. I. Richmond Hoxie, saw a
stranger sight in the sky, for which there is as yet no explanation. Patricia is a counselor
in training and had just reached the Vineyard after a summer in camp.
. "With her own eyes looking like flying saucers, according to her grandmother, she
raced in their Tower Hill house in Edgartown to report that she had seen two strange
orange lights hanging in the eastern sky-east ofCassiopia. First they were stationary,
then as she looked, one..started to move in a jerky fashion, then the other came close to
it and they seemed to converge until one suddenly went off at a tangent, and then both
disappeared. " (xx.)
(xx.)

Edgartown, Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts.

? October 1953. Near Lima, Peru.

Vineyard Gazette. 4 September 53.

(between 5:30 and 6:00 p.m.)

Lights around the edge.
A report in Coral Lorenzen's APRO files states that a young woman by the name of Catalina
Ore De Gonzalez sighted a UFO on a cloudy evening sometime in October 1953. An APRO
member in Peru investigated. No sound was heard during the observation:
"Witness was with a group of five or six people of about her age; 19-21. They
observed a disk suspended in the sky; it would descend and rise again vertically and
slowly. It had a dull metal appearance and had a size of about one inch at arm's
length. However, real size and altitude could not be determined. The object never
came low enough to pass in front of something else.
"A series of very bright lights were observed around the edge of the disk. They
were fixed lights and did not pulsate or flicker. The observation lasted one minute
and then the object rose higher and higher until it was lost in the clouds.
"Witness believes in 'flying saucers.' Seems honest although her ability to observe and interpret correctly may be limited." (xx.)

22
(xx.)

"Report on the Observation by Catalina Ore De Gonzalez." By (signature not
readable) APRO-Peru. Date of report not given. APRO files. Photocopy of
report in author's files.

3 October. Albert Chop confirms answers.

(See below. The pen marks are by Keyhoe)

Ootober 3, 1953

Dear Mr. Keyhoe:
This will oontirm the answers to your questions
aent to you by wire laat eTening.

___

.

. __

whioh I

1. When you asked to aee motion piotures of "unidentified
flying objeots" JIIISl1eUTer~OTer Tremontcm Utah, the
Air loro. 'I11d ooDtirm to TOUthat sUcl1llot!on piotures
~ ita ~~It •.LfQu_ni~L1!.~l~~j;Da.Lt)JJ,.-.
:tJ~.1!a8, ..the~
'1--, e. g analyzed by .tb.!IAir J'oroe and the Navy. You were
also told that when this ana11sis was o~p~eted the Air
roroe planJled to show the ~~tur88 to the Press, and to
release a statement regard
the findings during the
ana11sis• You were told that this ana!1sis'ruled
out
any oonTent ional objeot ••
L8.ter you were 1.n:tormedthat the Air roroe had oanoelled
.its plans to. ahar th1.s film beoause it oould not be agreed
what should be said regard1n8 the 'fila anal1sis .•

ter:

--- 2;" YC)U-

asked. for bUtaid not .reoe!Te" a- brletiJig frOm the
Air roroe Intelligenoe
~ the subjeot ot "tlying sauoers."
You did ofter to return to temporary aotive duty in order
to get suoh a briefing.
You were told it was not possible
for anyone without a seourity olearanoe to get such a
briefing.
I

In rebruar1.
1953, yoU ,"*ed the Air roroe to oonfirm that
~--;"'-'-1t""1lad--:mad~'
analysis of the "tl1ins sauoer" sightings.

You said yoir'Dew such an analysis aotually bad been.
~
.'oompleteth .-... -.-"
.--._.-..... - ." . -~_"-"
.--" ." .---,_- '. "~
You were told that the Air Force did haTe suoh an analysis
but that its oontents
oould .not be'disoussed
or
divulged beoause the intormation'Wi"not
unoIassitied.
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8 October. The Eastern Evening News
headline about the Potter
story. (xx.)
(xx.)

Murray Bott files,
Auckland,
New Zealand .

24
16 October. Brigantine, New Jersey. (between 4:00 and 4:30 p.m.)
"Mother ship?'
A report of "small discs being released from a much larger vessel" was made to Capt. William
Nash by a Mr. Emerson F. Morris.
It seems that sometime between 4:00 and 4:30 the afternoon of October 16th a delivery driver
for Colonial Liquor Store in Brigantine, New Jersey, observed some strange objects in the air.
(Slim) Emerson F. Morris watched as a large object approached from the sea toward the
land. There were some low clouds that day that Morris estimated were at the 1,500 to 2,000
foot level. The mystery object was solid white or silver, completely round, and made no sound.
The impression was that the thing moved faster than any airplane.
The UFO dropped 5 or 6 round saucer-like objects that spun away into space. (See drawing of
object below.)
(xx.)

(xx.) Capt. William Nash files.
18 October. The "Holpuch objects."
"Is one of them orbiting us?"
Donald Keyhoe was puzzled in October 1953 when a Navy officer in the Pentagon asked him
that question. Keyhoe hadn't known of any such rumor. (See my monograph UFOs: A History
1953 August-December, p.30.

25
Officially, Dr. Clyde Tombaugh admitted on March 3, 1954, that three tracking stations were
searching for orbiting bodies but shared very few details. Newsman Lou Corbin sought some
off-the- record information from one of his "inside" sources, a Capt. Howard T. Orville. Capt.
Orville wouldn't admit to a "cover-up" but did remark in a cryptic way, "We didn't hear any
more about it, did we?" (See my monograph UFOs: A History 1954 January-May, pp.85-86.)
Aviation Week reported on August 23, 1954, that the sky search revealed one "moonlet" at 400
miles and another at 600. Officially it was briefly stated that the "moonlets" were "natural"
bodies and not Russian satellites. (See my monograph UFOs: A History 1954 June-August,
p.88.) As Capt. Orville seems to have implied, the less said about something, the more
important it might be.
Perhaps we can shed more light on this subject by checking the claims of a Richard Holpuch
published in the June 1956 issue of the magazine Science and Mechanics. The discovery of the
"Holpuch objects' and the Army's moonlet search may not have been unconnected. (See article
from Science and Mechanics on pages 26-31)
18 October. Headline about the FletcherlLemon UFO encounter in the London, England, Sunday Dispatch.
(See page 32)
Murray Bott files, Auckland, New Zealand.
22 ,October. Bridlington, England. (3:30 p.m.)

,- ~.

"Looked like parachutes."

..

A brief account states: "Three silvery, elliptical objects which' looked like parachutes,' seen
hovering over the sea. Two moved North and the remaining one hovered for three minutes before following, at speed. 7 Witnesses." (xx.)
(xx.)

Flying Saucer News. The Official Journal of the Flying Saucer Club of Great Britain.
Winter 1953/54. p.4. The information was credited to the Yorks Observer.

23 October. Albany, New York. (between 9 and 9:30 a.m.)
Women see "shiny oval."
According to a news clipping:
"Maybe it wasn't a flying saucer, but two women saw something strange in the sky
over Albany yesterday.
"Both women, who asked their names be withheld, described it as a 'shiny oval.'
One said it looked like an 'elongated ball,' and the other said it was 'not flat exactly, but
flatter than a ball.'
"The object, of which neither the Albany Filter Center-the clearing house for air
spotters, nor the operators of Control Tower at the Albany Airport have any knowledge,
was seen between 9 and 9:30 a.m., traveling south.
"The'women, one a Western Ave., resident and the other from Delmar, said the
(Continued on page 33)
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HEN the first man-made earth satellite
is rocketed to the fringes of space next
year, it may find unexpected company.
It may actually join more than a hundred rerecently discovered,
natural
satellites already
,•
'
racing about the globe in a clearly defined orbit,
closely follows the orbit of the recently discov-.
That orbit closely approximates one of three pro'ered Holpuch satellite ring. In fact, the study of
'posed for the famous man-made Mouse satellite.
this existing ring might give the government
I
This, at least, is. the c~nclusion that might be 'priceless information about how ~e .~.o.use. c~ '.'j.'.
drawn from the discoveries made by two young "be expected to act. '. -,~, '
,"
':' " , ":, ,.
amateur astronomers from Illinois, who appear _,
Richard Holpuch and his 'Wife, Ma,ry, made ~:
to have found and charted a weµ-formed satelthe original discovery Oct. 18, 1953. '. ,:'"
",
lite ring that may be hundreds of years old.
A junior engineer in charge of maintenance of
At this writing, ten or more of the Mouse
electronic equipment
with a Skokie, Dl., engi(Minimum
Orbital
Un-Manned
Satellite
of
neering firm, Mr .. Holpuch had only recently'
Earth) are expected to be launched by the U. S.
finished building his own telescope. A Slh-inch
under Project Vanguard late in 1957, to be tested
reflecting instrument
rated at fi3 and with an,
in three different orbits. 'One orbit will circle
eyepiece yielding 100X magnification, it Used Ii '
the globe directly above the equator; one at
group of discarded potato chip cans welded to- :ci
right angles to the equator, passing across both
gether and reenforced for .Its major tube and a "
the North and South poles, and one at perhaps
discarded clothing company suit rack and plumb-,"
a 40-45 angle to the equator.
ing fittings for its supporting framework.,
"</i'"
This latter orbit, popular because it will give
But many painstaking
hours had gone lnto '
scientists around the globe the greatest opporgrinding and POlish.ing its lens, and the finished.~.:._.
tunity to keep the Mouse within study range,
product was an adequate precision Instrument.';
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could be seen readily only if its surface were
one capable of casting a strong reflection-s-such
as the highly renective surfaces 01 stainless steel,
aluminum, or plastic contemplated for the Mouse
satellites.
While Dl~k and Mary Holpuch were taking
turns looking a1 the moon's advancing edge, a
series of glowing objects began to. appear, approaching, then crossing in front of the moon.
They came sporadically,
by ones and twos,
flashing past the field of the telescope in less
than a second. They glowed dull red, followed
each other in a direct path and traveled all at
the same speed. With the telescope focused as
closely as possible, they appeared to have the
random, rough confonnation
of lumps of coal.
In half an hour, more than 30 were observed.
As amateurs relatively unfamiliar with astronomy, the Holpuchs knew they were seeing something unusual; they did not know this might
be a sight never before scientifically recorded.
Hence, no stopwatch timed the transits; no
precise recording was made of the time of day;
no careful reading was taken on the telescope
azimuth and elevation.
At the office next morning, Mr. Holpuch CODfided his observations to fellow employe John
P. Bagby of Skokie, Ill., a design engineer and
fellow amateur astronomer.
From his somewhat
wider background
in the field, Mr. Bagby

Of course, the Holpuchs couldn't wait to get it
into operation.
_.•
Thus it was that the Holpuchs were out in the
driveway of their Wauconda, Ill., home in the
very early evening on Oct. 18, 1953, looking at
the only slightly gibbous (nearly full) moon.
This is a thing few professional astronomers
would do, because, in the time soon after sunset, .
the sky is not fully darkand hence not suitable
for most astronomical work. Also, a full moon
is so bright (with minimum surface shadows),
that you can't see much.,
But thus, too, was the stage set for the satellite discovery. For only in the immediate postsunset and pre-dawn minutes would a, dark obt ject close to the earth be caught in
sun's
. rays' and, appear as a glowing object against a
" semi-dark sky. Later, in full darkness, a nearby
~ satellite would be ',in the shadow, of the ,earth

thought, then, he was on firm ground.

"There are no satellites of the earth other
than the moon," he said. "All the textbooks say
so. You are probably looking at migrating birds
or insects, or perhaps you have dust in your
draw-tube at the focal point. Why don't you
look again tonight, and call me if you see anything."
(Remember that these observations were made
five months' before the Tequest by the federal
gOV8"~ml!'llt that amateuT astTonomeTS and others
aid in the seaTch JOT possible earth satellites
which' might be studied (I.! an, aid to PToject
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Arti.t'.
eonupliOD ~ Vanq11cud 1hre.·.ta9.
rock.t
....hlcl. beln9 d•• I9D.d and bullt by Martin Company
of Baltimor. lor the Nary. Drawin9 at ri9ht abo".
d.pict.
fii<;lhtpath 01 Yehiel. to It. orbit 10m. 300 '
mil.. abo". lb•• arth.

That night from Wauconda-latitude
42° 15' 40"
-longitude
88°
()()"-the objects were again
observed, not only by the Holpuchs, but by severa! interested neighbors, one of them an am-·
ateur astronomer. Again their appearance was
the same; again about 30' were seen in a half
hour.
i'
.
From Skokie-latitude
42° 02' 15"-longitude
87° 44' 25"-20-odd miles away, where Mr. Bagby
trained his own telescope on the skies, nothing
was visible. The orbit then, if there were one,
was to be less than 20 miles wide.
The next step in proving out these observations was a series of tests designed to verify the
Holp'uch observations, and to eliminate some of
the possibilities of error.

Or

Could the objects observed have been greatly

from almanac references.
Velocity, altitude and apparent size of the objects? Here was another problem, or rather a
whole set of problems. To solve them, Bagby
, set up a simulated telescope into which the Holpuchs could look and past which objects of varying size and velocity could be passed. artificially,
until a combination could be found which approximated what they had seen.
It was determined that the objects were moving past the scope at an angular rate of about
1114 second for each lho of field-or, roughly,
17,0()()miles per hour.
Could they be meteors? Here we need to
clarify our terms. Most meteors enter the earth's'
atmosphere at speeds of anywhere from 40,0()()
to 150,000 miles per hour. They. become incandescent, due to the tremendous friction generated by their speed and the atmospheric, re'sistance, and either burn up, break through the
outer fringes of the atmosphere into outer space
again, or fall to earth. '
• An earth satellite, on the other hand, would
be a body held, like our moon, by gravitational
.Iorce so that it follows a regular orbit of travel
around the earth. (If such satellites exist, they
conceivably could travel in orbit at such speeds
as the 17,()()0or so miles per hour estimated for
the Holpuch objects.) If a meteor did start
traveling a regular orbit around the earth (which
many scientists think·is impossible) it would
automatically become a satellite.
But much more research was needed to reach
any conclusion about the objects sighted. So
Bagby began exhausting the resources of several
libraries on the subjects of astronomy in general, celestial mechanics and the pertinent mathematics applicable to his problems. From his

research, three equations were evolved, equating

magnified dust viewed at close range and out of
the radius of the orbit from earth's center, the
focus? .Repeated efforts were made to introduce
radius of the earth, the altitude of the orbit, the
dust into the focal plane of the telescope while
time required to cross a given number of anfocused on the moon. Nothing could be done
gular degrees, the angle of arc required by the
mechanically to produce anything even remoteconstruction at the earth's center, the time rely resembling the original observations, and the
quire"d.for the satellite to encircle the earth and
dust particles which did become visible in the
the distance from the observer to the point in
eyepiece, of course, did not glow-reflect
the
the orbit at which the satellite had been obsun's rays-as had the original. 'objects sighted.
served.
,:.;.:" How about azimuth and elefation? RernernSome of these factors, of course, are a matter
I'l. ber, they were looking at the moon, the approxiof general knowledge to within a close approxi"-mate time '0£ daywas known and the position
mation-such
as the necessary velocity required
';'0'£ ~e ':\
at ~
~ven ..iliDe call be-,~omputed, -. tc? maintain a. satellite. in an. orb.it of,. a given
biNti'tf''11htrtr'l'W$twM''rt
~~~ua;,~~

."'·.*'i"JI"'tf ..
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The widely witnessed flaming object se;~ descendg over Mexico, Arizona and Southern California
e early, morning of Feb. 1_2 could have been one of the
rst of the Holpuch objects to fallout of orbit.
According to early reports, the object, reported
visible over an area some 600 miles in diameter
for a period of more than 30 seconds. was traveling
from southeast to northwest on a compass heading.
of approximately 305°. The Holpuch orbit had in
fact been predicted to pass over that area within
minutes of the actual time of appearance of the
fireball and at a compass heading of about 290°.
This minor difference between prediction and observable fact could be accounted for by: 1) Lateral
friction against the descending object as it entered
the denser areas of the earth's atmosphere; 2) the
possibility of error on the part of the untrained observers who witnessed the fireball; 3) the possibility
of error in early computations of the Holpuch orbit,
or 4) a combination of these factors.
Whether or not it was one of the Holpuch sate 1lites. the fireball would seem to have heen an object
falling from a circular orbit around the earth rather
than a meteor from outer space. A meteor. descending at an angle to the earth at regular speed could
scarcely have remained visible after reaching the
temperature of incandescence (about 4000· F.) in
the atmosphere for so long a time as 30 seconds,
while an object in orbit spiraling much more slowly
toward the surface might euily de se (~ee drawing).
According to the Los Angeles Times. Dr. Frederick
Leonard, professor of astronomy of the University
of California at Los Angeles, is undertaking a study
of all available reports on the fireball in an errort to
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hope of finding some fragments

lny struck the earth.

or signs oC them if

Whatever the conclusion, if the Holpuch computations are accurate, a good many more such appearances may be on the way, perhaps before this
article reaches publication;
and the likelihood is
~t~~~~~e~~~~~~~~~

.J

radius. (It is faster"as the radius is shortened;
NUmerous factors influence the movement of
as anyone can readily observe by swinging a
any celestial body, and most especially so a body
ball around his head on a string.) Specifically,
in close orbit about the earth. First, the fact
in the case of earth satellites, it takes two hours
that the earth is not a sphere but an oblate
for an object to encircle the earth in stable orbit
(flattened) spheroid, 13 miles farther around at
at an altitude of 1,0'5 miles (the orbit proposed , the equator than in other directions, would infor the famous von Braun space platform), 1%.
fluence the movement of an object above it.
hours at about 620 miles, etc.).
Second, the gravitational effects of the sun, moon '
By a substitution process of trial and error,
and other planets would exert a continuously
then, making use of known quantities and obvariable pull upon the object in a variety of diservational estimates, it was predicated that the
rections, perhaps so great as to cause consider- c
Holpuch. objects were at an altitude of 341 miles
able distortion. The astronomer Forest Ray Moul- !
above earth's surface, were in an orbit inclined
ton concluded in his Introduction
to Celertial ,
from 35 to 40° from the equator and were of
Mechanics that only three possible orbits about -:
varying sizes from 60 to 100 feet in diameter. It
the earth could be stable, and the Holpuch cb- '1'
is believed 140 or more of them are in the ring.
jects do not approximate any of the three (al~· ..
Next problem? Find them again.
though they do closely approximate one of the
Remember that the chance elements involved
orbits suggested for the Project
Vanguard !
in the original sightings were such as to make
"Mouse"). Third, were the objects at 340 miles !
the odds against another chance sighting run
altitude already sufficiently close to the earth to 1
into astronomical figures. Required in the first
be starting to be slowed down by the earth's !
place were conditions in which the orbit of the atmosphere (as they have been concluded to be),
Holpuch objects coincided with that of the moon
they would then be slowly spiraling toward the
at a point in time shonly after sunset in such a
earth in descending circles, with all of the other
manner that they would line up as viewed from
factors exerting an again continuously variable
a particular point on earth-a point at which an
influence. Fourth, the orbit of an object about
astronomer just happened to have his telescope
the earth would be subject to a certain retroaimed in the right direction at the right timegression (apparent backward movement), the
and on a clear night!
product of whatever lack of timing existed be, And, although the Holpuch observations had
tween the rotation of the earth and the rota- ~
yielded some little information about the obtional velocity of the orbit. Again, if the orbit ~.
jects themselves, no conclusions were yet possiwere descending, this, too, would be a variable .
ble about the orbit itself beyond its apparent
factor. Finally, it was not not known from the ':
angle from the equator.
,,'
i
•.
, early observations whether
the 'orbit was in fact .,
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be anticipated.
\
With the data and new calculations de~
from these observations,
the Holpuch-Ba· ...
team called for help.
A paper, "The Possibility of, and Search Tech- ,.
niques for, Other Satellites of the Earth," was
hurriedly prepared and read before the July,
1954, meeting of the Astronomical League of
America, a national organization of both amateur and professional astronomers. Along with
it was presented a second paper, "The Application and Building of Maksutov-Type Telescopes,"
describing the type and potential production for
the amateur of the instrument considered best
suited for the type -of observation required. The
papers have been reprinted in the "Planetary
Observers Bulletin, Vol. 7, No. 11."
Partially
as a result, further
observations
poured in. Most of these were discounted by the
team, working, as is their custom, only with the
most carefully verified of data. But further positive sightings have been recorded as of Sept. I,
Pboto ~IIY
};van.\On key' ••
·Jolm. ... qbl'. who p.rformed much 01 th. r••• arcb r..
5 and 6, 1955, and Dec ..18, 1955, the last of which
lated to th•• Iqblinq. 01 u.. Holpucb obl.cts, .bown
is considered to provide an important "anchor"
Ptflll, III, 1i~1II.. II\1UI1.1.. ;~p.,
in the chain of evidence compiled.
.
.~
The December, '55, sighting was by David
truly' circular or whether it was (and to what
Meisel of Fairmont, W. Va., who first learned of
degree) elliptical (egg-shaped, as many orbits,
the work through an early article in the Eva'IUsuch as those of the comets, are).
ton (Ill.) Review, sent to him by a friend. Upon
It has later been concluded that while the orcorrespondence with the Holpuch-Bagby team,
bit
mlve been elliptical at its outset some
he had been advised where and when to look
time ago, the influenbe of the upper atmosphere
for the next after-sunset transit. He was carewould militate toward its falling into a circular
fully not told what to look for nor the angle of
pattern. .
"
transit nor other pertinent data. His subsequent
,Agairi, little of a positive nature is known with
answers to a questionnaire, prepared by an inany certainty about the relative density of the
dependent team of semanticists, showed that
outer atmosphere. Estimates vary from the view
this observer was not in possession of sufficient
of scime that density is negligible beyond the F.
knowledge before the observation and report to
layer o£"the ionosphere (180 miles out) to the
have falsified his report and presented data in
view of some students of the aurora who mainfull accord with the predictions.
tain that significant density is encountered as
The way to these final conclusions was paved
high as 600 to 800 miles.
with confusion, contradictory evidence and no
With all of these matters taken together, the
few sources of humor.
problem of finding the Holpuch 'objects again
Most professional astronomers contacted by
became a largely trial-and-error
matter, with
the team seemed ready to discard the entire
the observers armed only with a description of
matter with the judgment, "You are looking at
what they were looking for and some knowledge
birds or insects." Many today, even after pubof when and how it might be seen.
lication of the total evidence, will do the same.
Find them again they did, however.
In the search for further sightings of the HolFeb. 8, 1954, from his backyard at Skokie,
puch objects, in the early phase of the investiBagby made the third and fourth positive sightgation, repeated sightings were made of objects
ings, constituting between them a cross verificain dark (not glowing) transit. One group of
tion. At 6:50 PM Central Standard Time he
these was definitely determined to be birds in
observed the passing of five objects matching
migration-the
edges flapped when focused on
the Holpuch description traveling at a position
closely. But in the process it was determined
angle of 275° with his telescope adjusted to an
that some birds migrate at a height hitherto un. azimuth of 6° and an elevation' of 49°. Wishing
known-in
the order of three miles and more of
to verify his finding from another position in the
altitude. (Ornithologists, take note.)
orbit, he made quick adjustments along the line
At another point, a group of transiting objects
o~ the position angle and again, at 7: 05 PM,
was observed with sufficient clarity that two
witnessed the passing of four -more similar obgreat midwestern observatories were persuaded
;' jects at an azimuth setting of 28° and an elevato focus a 24-inch and a 40-inch telescope on the
>:ti~n of 37°. 'Observations were made with a
objects, wJ_lile the Holpuch-Bagby team worked
~?m~t:)\li,!t 6-in: ,~8' reflector, yielding 50X mag-", with, their relatively small equipment set up as
iilliCa~.C?.O. ~(t~it.times,.wez-,)~
~e order to " a range-finder with a 46-foot base; The conclut
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Goody.ar Aircra1t a.rophysiciat
Darrel Rotplck suqq •• ts uslnq f.rry rockets ... bulldlnq blocks for fir.t mcmned
.ai.mt..
Initial rock.ts would b. butt.Joined with portion of .ach craft b.inq brouqhl forward 10 seeur. u.. two
.hlp.. A doz.n or ao of th••• rock.ts would form basic cyllnder .ultabl.
for llTinq and col1ductlnq fuIIctlotl.I of
.pac.
station in th. sat.llIt.
orblL

sion, to the great

embarrassment

of all con-

eel'nM, WIIS that insects were in migration at an

altitude of 600 to 800 feet and above. The cooperating observatories must, of course, remain
unnamed; but their results might readily go
down in another field of science: Insects, by all
presently known standards, do not' migrate at
night. (Entomologists, take note.)
,
,
But the Holpuch -obiects do glow-indicating
their altitude beyond the range of birds or insects; and they do not flap'; and they tlo follow
a precise course, which has now, through the
number of credited sightings, been charted with
what is thought to be considerable accuracy. And
all other sightings, interesting though they may
be in other fields, have been thrown out in the
final determinations.'
At this writing, Mr. Bagby is expected to present his final report on the research project, complete with technical data, for the consideration of
astronomers, at the convention of the Astronomical League of America, in Miami, July 2.
He is expected to tell them that the Holpuch
objects may have been formed of a body of
material either the result of the breaking up of
a small, unrecorded moon, or from the "capturing" by the gravitational field of the earth of a
swarm of meteors which was proceeding in the
same direction as was the earth when they approached one another. Thus, with a lessened difterence in speed, the earth was able to swing
them into orbit. (It is ordinarily thought that a
meteor passing the earth would be traveling at\
too high a velocity to be caught in the earth's
gravitational field.)
He is also expected to report that from fragmentary references it is possible that the Holpuch ring was in the 1880's some 1,500 to 1,800
miles out from the .earth, was sighted then from
points in Mexico, but was discarded because the
astronomers were sure "it couldn't happen."
In addition, he is expected tc explain ho~ veri-

tied observations

have tracked the ring from an
altitude of 340 to 380 miles
down to the point at which at the. time of writing
in early March, 1956, they are at a likely altitude
of little more than 50 miles.
. He will relate how the objects, the smaller ones
first, followed by the larger and more spectacular
ones, will drop into the denser portions of the
earth's atmosphere,
become incandescent and
thus visible and will form perhaps the most
spectacular "meteor" display in the earth's history, with perhaps much of the display scheduled to happen before his actual delivery of the
paper. (See Bulletin on page 107.)
He feels that there is only a 5 % probability
that any of the fragments will reach the earth,
although the possibility of their doing so' is
greater than with meteors from outer space. some
of which have done so with cataclysmic results.
Mr. Ht;lpuch and Mr. Bagby are men of retiring meln, not seekers of fame. This report, in
fact, is being published over their protestations,
since they feel that their findings should be subjected to the scrutiny of the recognized experts in
.the field before they be made public. ·Its resume
is published here because the editors bf this publication feel that the public is entitled to the consideration of all of the information available as
Project Vanguard, launching the first man-made
satellite into outer space, becomes a fact.
And their findings, it has been learned, have
aroused the interest, if not the agreement, not
only of other amateurs, but of some very prominent astronomers and other professional experts
associated with the satellite program.
Other astronomers and mathematicians, who
have not as yet at the time of writing studied the I
Holpuch-Bagby
findings,' are characteristically
~
using the dogmatic approach of the text11oo)[s...;..:
"There ain't no such animal"·
-:' ...;,:; ;,' .c·;
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object seemed to be following a four-engine airplane, and was flying 'very high.'
"They said it was much smaller than the plane and had 'no projections'-such
as
wings or tail assembly.
"The plane did not make any effort to avoid the object, the women said, although
the 'oval' did fly alongside, in front and behind the plane during the time they saw it."
(xx.)
(xx.)

Albany, New York

Times-Union. 24 October 53. p.2.

25 October. Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jimmie Milligan and "The Thing."
(See drawing by the Iri-year-old):

(See my monograph
UFOs: A History 1953
August-December.

Flying 'Thing' Baffles SF YOllth~ , .

It Soared Away_W'_~,el_t He C(nne Near
(xx.)

Sante Fe, New Mexico. The New Mexican. 3 November 53.

(xx.)
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Fall 1953. Eastern panhandle of West Virginia. (afternoon)
Scientists see "flying saucer."
In a letter to the editor of Science in 1966, a biologist wrote:
"Hynek's letter (21 Oct.) makes me feel better. As a fishery biologist, I have almost felt ashamed that I, too, among other scientists, have seen a 'flying saucer.' In
the fall of 1953 in the eastern panhandle of West Virginia, it was there on the horizon,
about a mile away-looked 20 to 30 feet (6 to 9 meters) in diameter-glistening
in
the crystal-clear sunny afternoon. It moved vertically from an on-the-horizon position, then to the left, to the right, and fmally descended to the horizon. Then with
phenomenal speed it took off to the right on a high sweeping curve out of sight. In
my car with me were two other fishery biologists, who saw what I saw and we all
agreed it was the 'flying saucer' often described in the press that year, and probably
what a doctor in that part of West Virginia had been reporting. I suggested we report it, but one of my assistants felt it might be classified as 'fishy' since it was from
three fishery biologists! One ofthe viewers was a former P-38 pilot.
"The result of a scientist's reluctance to report such sightings is that these incidents remain merely conversational comment at parties. Now I feel relieved that
Hynek has given the scientific observer freedom to talk about those crazy flying
machines.
B.A. Seaman
American Fisheries Society,
J 5th and New York Avenue, NW,
Washington, D.C 20005." (xx.)
(xx.)

Science. Letters to the editor. Vol. 154. December 2, 1966.

October 1953. Sao Paulo, Brazil. (4:00 p.m.)
A sort of halo or smoke.
A brief note from South America says:
"Sao Paulo, Capital, Oct., '53-At 4 p.m. ofa day forgotten by the druggist
Afonso Leiva, he saw a UFO over Sao Paulo, disk-shaped and black [in] color, with
apparently a full moon diameter. The F.S. [UFO] crossed the sun two times, and afterwards disappeared vertically in [at an?] incredible velocity doing spiral movements.
Afonso Leiva saw yet [sic] some sort of halo or smoke to get [sic] loose from the disk."
(xx.)

(xx.)

UFO-Critical Bulletin. ed.1. Escobar Faria. Sao Paulo, Brazil. No.1-January
1957. p.2.
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November, 1953. Tapu, New Zealand. (1:15 a.m.)
Object with a "turret."
A Miss M.E. Barrer wrote Harold H. Fulton of the CSI New Zealand about her UFO experience. This is an interesting case and Miss Barrer should be considered a qualified observer
unless she suffered from some mental problem. Harold Fulton recorded this account:
"It happened in November 1953 on a hot moonlit night at Tapu, 15 miles from
Thames where she had rented a cottage. She could not sleep and went out on to
the veranda at 1:15 a.m. There was a high hill at the back of the cottage. It was
very high, about 2,000 feet. Suddenly she noticed an object coming with a rotating
motion till it was above the gully at the back of the house butstill a good height
above the hill. There it hung and then let itself down as if on an elastic [string?],
rotating all the time and coming down in jerks till it was only two hundred feet
above the gully at the back of the house. She and a Maori girl staying with her
watched it for an hour, when it moved offpulling itselfup as if on an elastic and
rotating, whirling in the opposite direction used in descending and going up with

the same jerky movement as when coming down.

"It was near enough for her to see a lot of detail. At the bottom its shape was
round. There was an egg-shaped turret on the center, with portholes, and at the top
a small turret out of which a steady light showed. Miss Barrer was intensely interested in the apparent purposeful actions of those aboard the saucer. Colored lights
showed from the portholes [They were Red, green, and yellow] ...
"Only one color at a time. Red would show first only as faint pin point and
would increase to a powerful beam [Emphasis in the original] which shone out of
all the portholes. Then the same procedure would occur with the other two colors.
Each color switched off completely before the next one showed up.
"The color of the saucer was GREY [Emphasis in the original] and it made no
sound. It seemed a solid object.
"When Miss Barrer first saw it she went to get an alarm clock and a torch
[flashlight]. Standing on the verandah, as an experiment, she shone her torch, which
was a powerful one, at the saucer. Immediately they [the "saucer men"] their lights
off. Mis Barrer wondered if they didn't like having the torch pointed at them. She
switched off the torch and the house lights and after a while the saucer lit up again.
"With regard to the speed of the saucer, when first seen it was traveling fast,
perhaps faster than a meteor jet [There was a British jet named "the meteor."].
"She could observe more detail than if it had been an airplane because it remained stationary for so long and there was bright moonlight to see by, as well as the
lights of the craft.
.
"Some people get quite scared if they see a saucer at close quarters. But not
Miss Barrer. She thinks they are friendly and was quite happy about it. She thinks
that we ought to be grateful that they are visiting us. She wondered what they were
doing up there behind her house and thought they might be photographing or something in that line.
"Miss Barrer is an experienced air pilot. She flew for years with the Airaripa
and Ruahine Air Clubs, and also in England. During the war [she] was a V.A.D. and
was in the Air Force at Rongotai in Salvage." (xx.)
(See drawings on page 36)
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(xx.)

Investigative report by Harold Fulton after Miss Barrer wrote a letter to him on July 18,
1954. Murray Bott files, Auckland, New Zealand.

Miss Barrer's drawings.
(She may have been under the influence of the Potter report of early October)
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(xx.)

Investigative report by Harold Fulton after Miss Barrer wrote a letter to him on July 18,
1954. Murray Bott files, Auckland, New Zealand.

12 November. Meiners Oaks, California. (around 5:00 p.rn.)
"Well, was it?"
A sighting published in the local paper:
"Were flying saucers over Ojai Valley last Thursday, November 12, around
5 p.m.?
"That's the question two Meiners Oaks women are asking as they reported
seeing two bright objects hovering over the Ventura riverbed around five o'clock.
Mrs. Leroy Byers of 166 South Arnaz Street, and Mrs. Eina Chamera, both saw the
objects very clearly, they report.
"The objects were described by Mrs. Byers as being two silver disks without
tails or wings and being very bright. They came out of a small white cloud, the
only one in the sky at that time, and after hovering a few minutes suddenly disappeared leaving only a red glow, they reported.
"The objects did not make any noise or vibration [sic] and slowly moved together, Mrs. Byers said.
"A check with the sky watchers [GOC?] in Oak View fbund nothing had been
reported at that time on their log." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ojai, California.

The Ojai. 19 November 53.

12 November. Smith's detector. (See clipping)
13 November.

Saucer project denied. (See clipping)
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Al Bender makes news.
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'No More
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In the monograph UFOs: A History 1953 August-December, p.40, it says, "[Jim] Moseley had
been IFSB' s director of investigations for some months ... " Karl Pflock corrects this error,
"Actually, it was Gray Barker who had been such. Jim had just started in 'saucering' when he
visited Al Bender in November 1953." (xx.)
(xx.)

Personal communication.

Moseley's Odyssey.
A young Jim Moseley, allowed freedom of action by a large inheritance, and bitten by the UFO
bug, set out in 1953 to interview as many UFO "personalities" and UFO witnesses he could fmd
so he could write a book.
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One of his first contacts was a Mr. Brewster, an assistant to the president of Republic Aviation, a Long Island aircraft manufacturer. For Brewster, saucer investigating was an official
activity on behalf of the company. Apparently it was a business decision to try and learn something about the "mysterious super-planes" cavorting in the nation's skies.
From what Brewster had learned, the Air Force did not know what UFOs could be, or what
kind of engine provided the power for such a craft if indeed they were machines. Getting useful
data from military was difficult, Brewster told Moseley. Furthermore, Brewster said, UFO
reports contained conflicting information. (xx.)
.
(xx.)

Moseley, James W. And Karl T. Pflock. Shockingly Close to the Truth. Prometheus
Books: Amherst, New York, 2002, p.43.

Evidently the same "Mr. Brewster" is mentioned in an Air Force OSI document dated October
3, 1951. The gentleman "received authority" to question an Air Force pilot who had encountered
a UFO over Sandy Hook, New Jersey. (See the monograph UFOs: A History 1951, pp.67-68)
(Note: Brewster's papers could be an interesting read ifthey are still in storage somewhere)
Moseley and Farmington.
Late in the year (December?) Moseley left the West Coast and traveled east through New
Mexico. He stopped at the city of Farmington en-route to Colorado. The small New Mexican
community, tucked away in the northwest corner of the State, had been host to an aerial armada
of UFOs on St. Patrick's Day in 1950.
_.. ..
..
Moseley, one of the few investigators to visit the place and obtain testimony first hand, found
that the observations made by the citizens did not compare well with the Skyhook balloon
theory.
Farmington florist John Burrell, although admitting the objects "fluttered or oscillated," did not
subscribe to the "wind-blown fragments" idea. The objects he saw moved horizontally and kept
a "regularly spaced formation." Besides that, Burrell claimed another sighting that occurred
hours after the first reports. He saw a single object spiral downward and then shoot straight up
until it could no longer be seen. The maneuver only took a few seconds.
Moseley also met John Eaton, the WWII veteran quoted in news accounts. Eaton affirmed
what he said three years before. The objects looked like silver dinner plates.
A real-estate agent by the name of Robert Foutz agreed there had been more than a half-dozen
round objects zig-zagging around in the sky before noon.

Moreover, Marlo Webb and Robert Rhein, employed at Farmington Perry Smoak's Chevrolet
Dealership, witnessed bright dots high up moving about erratically. Rhein said the objects were
solid, white-colored, and round in shape. (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid. pp.87-90.

25 November. Rose Lodge, Orego~. (2:10-2:21 a.m.)
How fast did it move?
According to a letter on file with CUFOS:
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"I don't know what woke me at 2: 10 a.m. on November 25 November 1953, for

although I listened carefully I could hear nothing. After five years as a trained observer
for the Air Corps, I was as tuned in to the sound ofa plane as a new mother to a baby,
but there was nothing to indicate that a plane was in the Rose Lodge, Oregon, area.
"Afraid I might have missed a plane, I put on a robe and slippers, grabbed up a
report pad and flashlight and went out in the backyard.
"At first I didn't see anything, then I spotted a green glow near the top of a small
mountain north of us. I watched it slowly turn a cherry red. Thensuddenly it was no
longer in that spot, but was several air miles to the east and again sitting still. It gradually lost the red, neon-like glow and again turned green, but then continued to change color
until it looked almost like gray mist.
"According to my notes I had begun waiting at 2:13. At 2:19 the UFO again changed to red and without being aware that it had moved, it was hovering straight above me.
I continued to stand and stare for another two minutes-than
it was gone! I had the impression that it moved vertically but there was no motor sound, or the whish of displaced

air one would expect.

"For a total of eight minutes I had witnessed a glowing object that moved faster than
anything I have ever see, and vanished without a sound.
"I sent a written report of the UFO to the Ground Observer Filter Center in Portland,
Oregon and received the following letter from the C.O., Maj. George Manussier. (Copy
of letter enclosed)
"I later learned that a teenaged neighbor, Paul Cory, had seen the UFO at the same
time I had and although he was several miles away from my location it appeared to be directly above him, too, so it must have been quite large. A State policeman, whose name I
have forgotten, was on patrol out of Salem. He spotted the UFO white it was still show- .
ing against the mountain and was so startled he ran off the highway." (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: No name. From: Mrs. E.G. McNutt, Star Route, Grand Rounde,
Oregon. Date of letter: Not given. CUFOS archives. The letter from Major
Manussier that accompanied the narrative report appears authentic. The Major's
letter is dated 27 November 53. What makes this report of special interest is the
suggestion the UFO could move so fast across the sky it seemed to "disappear"
and "reappear," a startling idea in 1953.

27 November.

Municipality of Surrey, Canada. (10:00 to 10:05 p.m.)

Strange lights in Canadian skies.
28 November.
2 December.

(See official report on pages 41-42)

The Air Force's special cameras. (See clipping on page 43)
?Near ?Flagstaff, Arizona. (about 6:00 p.m.)

A news report reprinted in Fate magazine asserts: '
"Two former Air Force men, Calvin B. Decker and Dave Bunch, wrote a story for
the Southwest Timberline, monthly newspaper of Southwest Lumber Mills, Inc., which
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Group Commander
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Air Force· Has Special Cameras
Re~'dyin 'C~se 'Sauc~-r'Appears
'Diffraction' Gr'ain' Equipment Separates
Light Into Component Parts,
Might SolveMystery,

,QS3

WASHINGTON; Nov. 28 (INS)
-The
Air Force sarcrTo'day it
has special cameras ready to try
to solve the "flying. saucer"

mystery-if

.

more
frequently
over
areas
where atomic work· or tests are
conducted.·
He said "saucers
are reported over atomic areas

some accommodat· and they

are reported

else--

ing saucers now will fly into the where. We don't find any dUrange of the ·cameras.·
ference in areas."
",.' "
At the, same time, the Air
The Air Force renewed also
Force admitted it still is baffled its denial that it is suppressing
by 10 per cent of the 250 reports any reports
othes than' some
it got in 1953-atlhough
its score which it 'said might, divulge
is better than the 20 per cent un- capabilities of mllltary aircraft,
explained among the 1700 sight- radar and electronic devices.
Ings tn what the Air Force
It said that it does not possess
.. termed
"the bumper year of photographs
,proving
the "fex'1952."
istence of saucers .and .comIn a new report, the Air Force men ted that because still photopointed
to the. ready photo- graphs "can be so easily faked,
graphic equipment as. offering a they are practically w()rthless as
possible solution for the unex- evidence."'.
k'"
'.'
plained saucers. But no photoA· possible
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for
graphs from the' cameras, In- some of the mysterlous lights,
stalled at certain air b~se con- the Air Force said, is upsidetrol towers and radar sites, are down atmosphere.
.That. it exyet available.
plained consists of air layers in
The equipment, the Air Force which the warmer air is on top
said, consists of a "diffraction
instead of below.
"
., grain camera". which separates
Those
"temperature
inverlight into its component parts. sion" reflections can give a reThe principle involved, it was turn on a radarscope that is as
tI stated, is' the same as that used sharp as that received from airby astronomers
In determimng
craft.
.
,
.
,
the composition of stars.,
Ionized clouds have probably
The Air Force repeated also caused some u,nidenUfiable :reits earlier position and declared turns on radar, the Air ..Force
that the/25 unexplamed flying said.''jThe
most common 'sightsaucers reported in 1953 are not, ings the report said are sunsecret weapons, missiles
.~ird llght reflections
from polished
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or from
States. It added than
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described a UFO they had seen while working for the company.
"They were taking a load of trash to the dump when they sighted the object.
Decker said: 'I noticed what I first thought was an airplane flying low between us
and town. I commented that it surely had a lot more lights on, then examined it
closely. It wasn't lighted like an ordinary airplane which has lights only on wing
tips, etc. This thing radiated light from every part of it.'
"The two described the object as seeming to be 'perfectly round or disk-shaped. But as we were seeing it from the side view it was hard to tell exactly. It appeared to be spinning and traveling at 300 miles an hour or more.
" 'The strangest thing about it is that it didn't make a sound-not the slightest.
We could have heard a Piper Cub from where we were. It came from the north and
we watched it for perhaps 30 seconds until it flipped behind the hill to the south of
us.
" 'It was suggested that it was ajet plane with the sun reflecting on it to give it
the illuminated appearance. It was nearly 6 p.m. and the sun had been down half an
hour. Had it been a jet we'd have heard it. What is it?" (xx.)
(xx.)

San Francisco, California

Examiner. 3? December 53.

Early December. Tucker's Town, Bermuda. (1 :20 a.m.)
Does Big 3 talk interest Martians?
A UP dispatch states:
"Backstairs at the White House (advance section):
"The Martians-if that's where the flying saucers come from-are quite interested in what President Eisenhower, Prime Minister Winston Churchill and French
Premier Joseph Laniel will be doing here this weekend.
"A foreman for a commercial aircraft service company [J'E, Cooper] here reported at I :20 in the morning early this week [Sunday] that a flying saucer was circling the island.
"This man described it as a 'silvery yellow' object. U.S. Air Force officers were
not at all alarmed and the advanced party from Washington took no extra precautions.
"The Martians could not get in the Mid-Ocean club-site of the Big Three meeting-even if they landed a fleet of saucers here for the simple reason they have no
proper passes and probably would arrive without dinner jackets." (xx.)
(xx.)

Tucker's ToWR, Bermuda. Dec. 4 (UP)

A seer of sorts.
Another news story had this to say:
"Bronson Harley, Bermuda deep-sea diver and a seer of sorts, predicted some
time ago that flying saucers would appear over Bermuda during the conference.
"It was Hartley's fanciful theory that atom bomb explosions were disturbing the
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outer hemisphere. Curious interplanetary beings would come in their saucers to fmd
out what the Big Three planned to do about peace and the infernal disturbances, Hartley reasoned." (xx.)
(xx.)

Miami, Forida. The Miami Herald. 6 December 53.

6 December. Tauranga, New Zealand.

(about 8:00 p.m.)

Appearance of a great chandelier.
A New Zealand paper reported:
"An object in the sky 'which might have been a flying saucer' was seen by Mrs.
H. Spencer, of Fraser Street, Tauranga, at about 8 o'clock last evening. The object,
said Mrs. Spencer, appeared to be hovering in the sky at no great distance, a little to
the north. It was round, bright and silvery and have the appearance of a great chandelier. Suddenly it shot upward with a terrific hiss, turned and streaked across the
sky to the south-east.
"After the object had disappeared a trail of pink and white 'cloud' hung in the
sky for about five minutes." (xx.)
(xx.)

Tauranga?, New Zealand. The Bay of Plenty Times. 7 December 53.
Murray Bott files, Auckland, New Zealand.

8? December. Conneaut, Ohio. (no time)
Brown pie plate.
A Cleveland paper printed:
"A 'flying saucer' or something that looked like one is responsible for intensification of a drive in Conneaut for enough volunteers to operate the Ground Observation
Corps post 24 hours a day.
"The object, described as brown, and shaped like a pie plate, was seen heading
east along the Lake Erie shoreline at about 2,000 feet. It circled several times and then
sped east and disappeared, according to James Marshall of Conneaut, one of the first to
observe it.
"The GOC post was not open at the time but a formal report on it was filed with
the Canton Filter Center based on witnesses stories." (xx.)
(xx.)

Cleveland, Ohio. News. 8 December 53.

Early December. Brooklyn, New York. (night)
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Gets the "run-a-round."
Dorothy Kilgallen's column.

By DOR()THY KILGALLEN
.Let's'

PI~y ~~st~ffic~

'A" . READER

.::;> .....'....

WHO

"1\i

HAS NOTED THIS DEPART-

. .''MENT'S interest' In unidentified flying objects
- (I'm 'the' girl who has believed in. flying saucers for

. sometime, even though I've never' seen one) reports

:'he has ogled &' disc with his own baby blties-:-and where else
"but In the skies over Brooklyn? ' ~A);:i" :p '. : ;. .':,.' ..... !'t.'
,;.
;Robert~.
Oahn is his name, he lives. at 1331 ·E. ;.37th It.,
..,.' intbe Boro;of:-the Buma,'and
..
.
he writes, "All joking :'aslde,
Miss Kilgallen, It Vias my rare
er "the, j'e'ii~':E~;'V/asn' t'~VISibI1 Intere~~e4;r ~!;
privilege. to ..observe UFO's.,
~'6W'tt~1: ypU-W at sees on? jt'''';, 'i'oi:1,
.' .
,
on & cold Saturday night in
\:" ','Re.c!ll\1Y:r bb1iin~'ci , c'ollY'
bO,ok;'Flymg
early December 'One of them
Saucers. f~Oll,l. .Outer Space-. which I '.hi~hlY':'l'ecomlIlend ,as. Insailed around- (above a broken
terestln"r~a~g:
;It tends to exPlaIn. the ~nii!tiJhat exists on
layer of thin clouds) over this
thLs sUbject)'fOlank
you for your interest.~::i;~'; -,';'.-' , ,h:'. i"
section or Flatbush for the
And a.,ll I fan say to this is thank yoU, Mr. Gahn, and I
best part of hal! an hour. My
, don't, know what' goes on. I can't understand
the Army's rewite and her mother also witfusa] to admit ,that th cr e i., something in the sky besides pie,
nessed thls strange .phenome- _
ever .when Ifha/been
scr n ana sworn to not only by a. gentlenon.
, .
.' TI .thought· it my duty to
man
b.,;" t!~~,~' most l·el!able,,!~~;,eagle.eyed
of par~1~8,'j::siS:!jn )tn_ct.::.:_: < ,
".....
....
";.;;
repOrt it to .some interested

or

M~lIQ~'s

~t~ ~r9p,c,JY,n

souree.:', .

.

.

~ .. <~:j~-.---,.,... ,........ ~~~(,,'.t,,'._

.

¥tP'irst',I
phoned the local
p.eclnct. which referred me to
C i v 111 a n Defense' .(a Main
Ph9ne;number), Which did not
choose to answer ... Then· the
local boys connicted me ,with
Police lieadquarters
at Bergen
st;. which, in turn connected
nie:wlth the Army at Fort T11-

~~~~J~~:~r
le.~~?r:\,~~
mete9r3'
visible at'that
.
,,'

·c'_··.·

season

,

..~--

~1

.:-v.
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13 December. Flying Saucer "Fact Sheets."

(See clipping below)
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Pupils Seek
,Flying Saucer

~.,...

.':
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" .. .:..

Another
misconception
is thal the
U. S. is working
witl.1.fol'eign
gov,erllments
and withhd'lding
any in" formation
gleane,d in the eall,c,ctive
• study
of saucers.
The Ail' Force
, emphatically
dentes that this coun'i lry has auv proj('l'\ on s aucor« op':1 craung
with
that
of any
other
'Ieoulltl'l'
" Since the 10111 01 l!JJ" however,
t
i~'the Ail' Furr-e has been on record
,
B FI
1\
:, as offic ia llv noting t hc "!'lying sall~;
~' .• canur
! auve
;; cers"
\\'he;'l ro pott s 1'1'0111' the pub~
j cur n a l and
Se ntme l Bur...
;',lie indicated
Ihat the,mattel'
might
;
WASHINGTON.
__ The Ail' ~'or{'.(" ~;involve
the
air
de'tense
of the
~_reported
last week that interest
In lLynited
States,
The Air Material
~,"f1ying
saucers"
is high
among
~'Command.
at Wl'ight-Pattel'son
Ail'
i eighth and ninth grade students,
: Force
Base, Dayton.
Ohio. was di·;
~ many
of whom
are
requesting
l'rected
to s«;! up a project
to colt,l copies
of the
Air
force
"fact
'Iect
and
evaluate
all
a\'ailab~
sheet"
on "Ullusual
a e ria l phefacts
concerning
the "flying
saunomena
"
.cer"
siguting s.
The "fact sheet"
was issued last
, Air Materiel
in turn obtained
the
month,
and a spokesman
said that
':sel'viees of chiliau and military
about half of the correspondence
on
,:asll'onomcl's.
psvcb olog ist s. aeroProject
Saucer has come from high I ; nautical
on g ineers and physieists
to
school students
who "arc e\'ldentiy\'
.aid in "tudy
and rr-sc.uch. Last
f using it for themes and debates."
jyear
II as. the
~'bllI1lP('l'"
vc a r for
,
The spokesman
recalled
that lor
jsaueel's
With 1,,00 rcpol'lS received
fa
while
"a lot 9f peoplc"
were:
by the Air VOI'CE', DUI'ing the [irst
fl concerned because they thought the I half of 1933 onlv :!,;U reports were
'lAir'
Force
was wlt hho ldi ng infor-'
[received,
and pcrh aps significa nt, m atton about the "saucers,"
),Iy.
h a u, c a m e
fl'OI11
military;
"¥'e got so much m a il fr0111 peo-: ! SOUI'l'eS,
. pIe asking us not to shoot at them I"
The .\11' Furce
rcpultNI
III its
they might ,be fl'ien?ly.,,\1
~ fact, sheets
that. some of the
In·:
beea
the spokesman
continued,
,. fhey
., vestlgatlol,s
0,1 sigiltings,
disclosed
seemecl
to think our fighters
had
~ that
what had been s~en 'was a
orders
to at at ek these
saucers1 jet aircraft 01' a we at er balloon
which was certainly
not the t'ase."\
,liar some natural
phcnor ena. Only

~~'Fact
Sheets'

!

I

'1110 PCI' c e nt of

t he sightings
this
!\year
are labeled
"unexplainable",
'1' and a spokesman said this wa s the
.lic.ase
"because
we did
not
get
~Ienough basic da t a on the origins I
J:~report to make a thorough
and
~i,cQmplete tnvestig ation."
:', On December
10 the Air Force:
;j press office was prapa rcd to hear
3.jan official
AJr Force report
which

-

.

..

... \

1\1eanwhile,
he
added.
Flying i
Saucer
Clubs
have
sprung
up:
around
the country and in EUl'ope'l
There
is one organization
known!
. formally
as the British
Interplalle-I'
tary
Society,
There
are
publications called
"Space
Reviews"
and',
: there
are potential
bird men who!

.call themselves

"Saucerteers."

,t

15 December. Northwest of Toronto, Canada. (between 4-5:00 p.m.)
Complicated course.
Mr. Reginald Harris claimed he was motoring down HIghway 401 northwest of Toronto on the
15th of December when he saw his "flying saucer." The sun had set but there was still some
daylight. He first saw the object above the western horizon moving upward. From there the
Star-like body followed a complicated course, leaving behind "balls of smoke" each time it
stopped momentarily to change direction. (See drawing by Mr. Harris below) (xx.)
(xx.)

,

Then of course,
aside trom these I
adult interests
in the space world.
there
are the radio and television:
and comic
book rocket
men and
space men. noll' so popular
in [he,
juve n ile wor-ld
that
Santa
Claus;
will be delivering
an unprecerlente d load of i nt e rp lanet arv gal'b to
thousands
of Ame rican homes.

NICAP UFO Report Form. Mr. Reginald Harris, 68 Golfdown Dr., Rexdale Ontario,
Canada. CUFOS archives.
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21 December.

10 miles northofWaiouru,

Strange cloud formation.

New Zealand. (1:15-1:30 p.m.)

(See below). '

Civilian Saucer Investigation
(NEW ZEALAND)

President

5.crr.~

H. H. FULTON

Ao:i.c:.res~'of' rri'f'o'rmant
44--seaYle:::: ,b.venue
Northcot e, Auckl and,

sox

P.O.
AUCKLAND,

19".

Report By Mr S.I,,):,e~re: and }:Iifl
NEW
ZEALAND.
Sister
of St.r<.lngE'·,;cloucl t'o rme.t Lon
I-iit ne s ced and pho t og r aphe d :-:r Dec. I'J:--'1 liS;;
10 miles north
of Y/aiouru.
as aubnu tt ed
to TEl.neiwai Lnou i ry.
.~.1:l1.D£...El...p;l ..9~d. !,ol'Tl)at_i(In

pho t og r-aphe d by my sif:t.p,!, I'.nd myself
on Dec.,
~1et 1953 and de~Wf,1,I>
first
noticed
at 1.15 p.m. appro)': when our ca r wa.s IO mile'
north of '.'/!'J.i cu r-u, 'I'he ob,j ect was .j ok en l.y spoken of as ~, flyi ne: FRllCer ~!'l6
3.p:;:'ca.r-=cto be ab ou t due es.s t of Ruapehu and over the general
directi
on .of
the r os d , At about 1.30 pm, (we Here tr.vellins
at ~~5mph.) it b e came ev Ldn
ent that
t ue object
wa a st.at t one rv and that we might pass under i t , I s top r e d
the car and photographed
it.
When we wer-e oppo si te Ruapehu summi t, we saw t ha
the northeastern
slopes
of the mountain wer e foe-bound.
The ob.ject wa s still
a few mi 1e s nortll.
As I-I"! pro ce "c\",cl 'life noti ced t hat, the "fog" was in movement
r i sinE in ne ak s .. that fell
again.
i\ fev ':'iles
further
on it became certain
t ha
vlf' v.on'l d p as s t}~rough
the edge of the "fog".
o'he

object

crioe~\ oel.,v:

'.'ie oo e ne d the no or of the car and was su rp r i sed t hat it. wa a oumi ce (h"'': .. '~'he~p
wa s ; fair
b r e e z.e ea s t e rLv and we shut the do cr- "uickly
to avoid the grit.
Despite
the wind the object
appeared
stat.ionary
and a mile ortVlo to the north,
'.'Ie pa e re d out of the fog and directly
under the obj ectt.hr' atmosphere
felt
dalll!)and perfectly
still
though we sa", the t cp s of trees
in t.he distance
bend
-in.¤' w i tr. the w i n d,
~t Mindon
Bay,
Taupo •• fe looked back. The eb j e ct was
still
hovering
perhap,s a little
further
east of where we had passed. under it.
'i~e phc t ograr.hed it again at 2.?5 pm,

'!Ie t.hink it p o s r.i bl e that-the
pumice dust from an area of many so ur-e :~iles war
being attracted
to the o c.j e c t , The fine,
almost
invisible
particles
c on t i nui n.,
t ne r e t ourrt ey n.nd becoming
part
of it and the heavier
and less a t t r-ac tab Lc dug
-t falling
to tne earth.
It is conceivable
that
the "Obj c ct may have drifted
oyer the mountainoue
dietrict
to the east then back again,
c on t n.ct Lng snowclad Ruapehu,
sucked up some of the crater-lake
water
condenced
and spilled
it
Hat.er and pumi ce eil t ,
I

l-leteorlogical
Department
predicted
thunderstonns
in this area on -:;te day
in cuestion
and we see no reason
to suprose may not produce
similar
cbjects
which wouLd be of dang e r to aircra.ft
as Iyell as a cause of '....
a shout a,
'I'll?

'rhe cb j e ct in t.he 'sky '4,lS shaped like
a gigantic
r o se b owl r e s t Lng on 't SflHC,~,
A s,:lraJ. of lighter
cloud ran f r ora the lower western
~dge. The b ow'l 9.]'··r>a'I:1d
';C be about
half
a mile i"1 d'.amet~r,
First.
noticed
shortly
after
leavi"1e '.'fa.iou ru,

(xx.)
(xx.) Murray Bott files. Auckland, New Zealand.
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2nd or 3rd week of December.

Tome, New Mexico. (about 2:00 a.m.)

Animal reaction.
In a letter to Donald Keyhoe it says:
"I regret that I have somehow lost the clipping which first aroused our interest, so
I cannot give you the exact date. However, I'm sure it could be obtained by writing the
Albuquerque Journal. It occurred during the second or third week of December, 1953.
"The Journal ran a small article-about two column inches-mentioning
this sighting by one Julian Torres, who lived on a farm in Tome, a small town about thirty miles
southwest of Albuquerque, and who worked at the Sandia base.
"We contacted Senor Torres and arranged to drive to Tome and talk with him on the
following Sunday. After this meeting, my husband and I were both convinced that this
was no bid for publicity, and that Senor Torres was certainly no sensationalist. We were
sure that he was honestly reporting just what he had seen, although he was greatly awed
and puzzled by it.
"Julian Torres and his wife were simple, God-fearing Spanish folk, only concerned
with doing their best at day-to-day living, and caring for their own. Here is their story:
, "He was awakened at about 2 am. by the frantic barking and whining of his dog
which was tied outside the back door. His first thought was that someone might be trying to steal his cow or his new-born calf, so he jumped from bed, grabbed a gun and ran
to the back door, without turning on any lights. The dog was cowering there, bathed in
an eerie orange-red light which was emanating from either a glowing object or a great
light. It appeared to him to be about fourteen feet in diameter and was hovering just
above the ground at a distance of about two blocks from the house, in an alfalfa field. He
was quite certain about the distance, because his irrigation ditch, three blocks from the
house, was banked high on either side, and the red glow was hitting this bank fully. (This
was his reasoning when asked if the light might not have been larger but farther away. In
that event, the ditch bank would have been in shadow.)
"Greatly startled, he called his wife, who had awakened at the at the same time as he,
and had run to the baby's crib and taken it in her arms. She took one look from the window, ran back to the bedroom and hid her eyes, so she could give us no further details.
"Senor Torres watched with fascination of terror for another three or four minutes, he
estimated, then noticed a greater intensity of the glow, followed by its ascent into the southern skies at about a forty-five degree angle, and at a terrific rate of speed. It was out of
sight very soon. At the time the orange-red glow increased, he said, the whole field and
countryside was brightly illuminated.
"Mr. Torres, quite uaderstandably, was shaken. By the time he had consoled his wife,
reassured the dog, checked his precious cow and calf and gone over his property in the daylight, he was late for work at the base. He mentioned to his superior what had occurred to
cause his late arrival, and his boss, in turn, had called the Albuquerque Journal and given
them the sketchy story they ran." (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Donald Keyhoe, 214 Kent Road, Alexandria, Virginia. From: Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Livingston, 11821 South Artesian, Chicago, 43 Illino is. Date letter
written: 15 February 56. NICAP files. CUFOS achives.
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23 December.

The status of BLUE BOOK.

Airman Max Futch explains the situation to Edward Ruppelt in a letter. (See this page and
page 51)

2;

Dec

ember 1953

. "l

\

(\~

Dear Ed,

')

I am sorry that I didn't get the wire off to you acy~
Didn't you tell that you were familiar with the LuKe AFB, Ariz.
sighting? The Luke f~im is classified and I can't get a print for
you. Frankly, I can't'se. why the film and most of the information
contained in the report is classiried. In case that you forgot

some of the det~ilB of the Sighting I will hit some of the high
spots. The F-e4 pilot exposed thirty (30) feet of gun camera
film from 30,000 feet. He stated that the consendation pattern

;_-"
,

appeared to be much higher than his aircraft and that an object
causing this pattern was never observed. Mr ~p'~p_stated
in hie
report that the consendation pattern was a vapor trail. As per
his recommendation, we sent the incident folder and tpe film over
to the Aircraft Lab which raported that the vapor trail was possibly
caused by two jet aircraft. We Checked and rechecked all surrounding AF bases and got a negative answere on aircraft being in the
area at that time. Consequ.ntly w,wvaluated it as a vapor trail
being caused by au unknown object. I beleive that there is a
possibility tn.at jet aircraft caused the observation but that the
int~lligence officers and Flight Service commanders found it easier
to say no than to really check thoroughly and give us a good report.
Did you get enough information on tho llarialUlacase? Have
you gotten in contact with him? If you need more ini'orll!3.tion
on
this incident I 'Hill oe glad to help you out.
I will at.t emp t to tri ve you the latest dO['t3 on what has
happened to this project since you left. General Garland went
out to ADC and talked to General Burgess, one of General Ch1dlaw's
assistants, on the possibility of ADC taking over the investigations and routine work 01' the project. Consequently Burgess
agreed to Garland's idea and the wh8e1s started turning at !DC.
Burgess decided to let Col White's 4602d AISS take this responsibilit~ince there are nineteen (19) flights of the 4602d .catt.red
over the U.S. Captain Qybulski was given the job as the chief of
UFOB investigations so h. spent approximately two weeks here helping rewrite AFR 200-2. I guess the projeot will~ce.tralized
as soon as the new AFR is distributed which will~probably b. two
months hence. Captain Hardin will be project monitor and will
handle the cases that can't be identified by C,ybUlaki's cr~.

J'
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Dr. a,nek will continue to be advisor to the project on astronomical
ppoblema. The name of the project will continue to be the same but
the Aerial Phenomena Section will be liquidated and PBB will 8e
part of the Science & Components Section~ Yes, Judy will continue
to help Captain Hardin chase "flying saucers". Frankly, I think
this is the best thing that ever happened to the project. Under
this system more on-the-spot investigations can be made.
Ed, nothing exciting has happened hire since you left. No
good sightings have been reported to us lately. I am n~.r going
to make another statement about when the gratings and the IEM
Analysis will be finished. Vern promised that the enti~. works
would be presented to us not later than 21 December 1953. Vern,
Dr. Hunek,.and Miss Gluck were here the 21st and nothing was
presented to us.' Maybe they will be finished by 15 Angllst 1954
(one year from the original date set for completion of the IBM
Analysis). I have asked Captain Hardin to send you and me each
a copy:: f at all possible.
I am happy about my getting ~echarged because I am sick and
tired of this unpredictable AIR FORCEo
I am doing nothing now
except running fro~ one office to another. I have been to three
parties in the past four nights and have more p1anned.q As soon
as I get hom I am going to find out about whether or not I can
get into school this next semester. If I don't ge~ to start to
school I have to go to the Maudi Gras firSt tham'try to come out
to California.
When this letter gets ~o you Christmas will be over so I am
wishing you & ~py
New Year.
Sincerely,
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